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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Thomas Manson Norwood (1830-1913) was graduated from Emory College in 1850 and admitted to the bar at Forsyth, Ga. in 1852. He served in the Georgia Assembly and in the Confederate Army. He was the first Democrat from the South seated in the U. S. Senate after the Civil War. He served in the House of Representatives 1885-1889 and in the U. S. Senate 1871-1877. He was the author of three books: *Plutocracy, or American White Slavery; Mother Goose Carved by a Commentator*, and a satire in verse of eight cantos on the political situation under McKinley.

Scope and Content Note
The collection consists of seven letters written by Thomas Manson Norwood from 1859-1874. Included in the seven letters are two to Charles Colcock Jones and a couple that relate to his service in the United States Senate.

Arrangement Note
Arranged in chronological order.
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